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In this presentation, I will discuss and demonstrate a number of aspects of late 18th
century French bookbinding structures, mainly focusing on the ubiquitous stained, full
calf binding style. This time period is important because it represents the end of inboards full leather as a vernacular binding style; soon afterward, cloth case binding
begins to predominate. This transitional time is also unique because it is the first time
that the techniques, workshops, materials and tools of bookbinders were extremely well
documented by multiple contemporaneous sources: Diderot, Dudin and Gauffencourt.
Because of this documentation, it is possible to reconstruct rare or nonexistent tools,
learn about fabrication techniques not visible when examining the books themselves,
and understand more about the materials that constitute these bindings. By studying
these aspects, we can appreciate how these somewhat minor points begin to relate to
larger questions concerning the history of material culture, conservation and
preservation issues, the history of craft, the transmission of textual information, and, of
course, the history of bookbinding.
ASPECTS OF LATE 18TH CENTURY FRENCH BOOKS

-These books have been beaten by hand, according to Dudin, eight(!) times: the sheets
are beaten before folding, then after folding, the boards are beat on the inside, the cords
are beat after lacing, the spine is backed, the turn ins are beaten before covering, the
outside of the boards and joint is beaten after covering and the corners are beaten on the
inside before delivering the book.
-Endleaves are commonly a white folio wrapped around a marbled or plain one.
-Sewing is often on 5-7 raised cords.
-Boards are cut less than 90 degrees at the joint. Typically large backcornering.
-The book is backed after the boards are laced on.
-Lacing is almost always through 3 holes, then cross-mounted, at least at the head and
tail.
-Edges are most often colored or sprinkled, usually red.
-Spines have parchment, goldbeaters skin, or paper transverse linings extending onto
boards. First class work uses a comb type liner.
-Endbands have a rolled paper core, often blue and white.
-The leather is usually decorated (sprinkled, stained or marbled) by the binder. Cheaper work was made with pre-decorated leather purchased by the binder.

COMMON MATERIAL AND STRUCTURAL PROBLEMS

-Endband cores are usually stiff, detached, cracked, broken or lost. Often only two or
three tiedowns.
-Leather surface is often brittle, fragile and deteriorated. Grain surface often peels off
like sheep. Multiple applications of Aqua Fortis (aka. Nitric Acid), mixed with wax and
oil can cause complex interactions. Sometimes the leather detaches from the boards.
Makes tissue repairs on the surface inadvisable without lifting.
-Covering leather is often stiff and does not move very much. Opening the book can crack
the joint.
-Spine often immobile- book will not stay open without excessive force for consultation
or exhibition. Often very heavy applications of glue and paste on the spine. Rapid and
crude backing sometimes forces endsheets onto the outer face of the boards, causing the
board to hinge from this point.Using a grattoir damages the signatures.
-Caps usually badly damaged or missing.
-Leather on the spine is often very thin, fragile and difficult to lift.
-Title or volume labels are often missing, fragmentary or detaching.
-Parchment transverse spine linings sometimes pull away, along with pastedown, from
inner face of the board.
-Sewing cords are often weak and brittle.
-Tooling is often so lightly and quickly impressed, that gold flakes off.
-Pulp boards are extremely difficult to split, and can loose chunks unpredictably. Due to
the beating, they rarely are planar, easily distort and change dramatically in thickness.
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NOTES ON MATERIALS

BOARDS - So far the closest board I've come up with is laminating with PVA (yes, I
know... but paste tends to delaminate when beating) 4 ply matboard with a sheet of
blotter on each side. It gives a lightweight feel, but compresses to half the original
thickness when beating.
EDGE COLORING - I use AYTEX-P, Two heaping tablespoons per 200 ml. Water, heat
in double boiler until thick and turns translucent. Mix with vermillion, a little water and
a few drops of vinegar. According to Gauffencourt, “...until all is well mixed & neither
too thick nor too thin.” Given the large number of variables when preparing and
applying the coloring, this is surprisingly accurate advise!
SPRINKLING - 2 parts Fe(II), 2 parts Tannin, 30 parts cheap red (lots of tannins) wine.
Seems to be ready in an hour or so.
GLAIRING - Just egg white, a little clean water if it is too sticky.
SHARPENING: REMEMBER THESE FOUR B I T S OF INFORMATION.

B = BURR. You need to feel the burr before moving to the next finer grit, not matter
what sharpening system you are using. If you do not feel the burr, the back and the bevel
are not meeting and the knife will never be sharp
I = I WOULDN’T ROUND THE BEVEL, IF I WERE YOU. It will create an obtuse bevel
that will not cut.
T = THIRTEEN DEGREES. This seems to be the close to ideal for paring vegetable
tanned and tawed binding leathers.
S = SCRATCHES IN THE METAL. Examine the scratch pattern by slightly changing the
angle you are holding the knife when sharpening. Make sure the new scratches extend to
the cutting edge.
SOURCES FOR MATERIALS USED IN THIS PRESENTATION

Bradawl, Froittoir, Knives - Jeff Peachey, 212.387.7860, jeffpeachey.wordpress.com
Facsimile Sheet from Diderot's Encyclopedie, 434.924.8851, rarebookschool.org
French Reproduction Finishing Tools- P&S Engraving, pandsengraving.co.uk
Iron (II) Sulfate and Vermillion- Kremer Pigments, 212.219.2394,
kremerpigments.com
Leather (French Brown)- Pergamena, 845.649.5806, pergamena.net
Nitric Acid (aka. Aqua Fortis, Strong Water)- Don't even think about it
Perfume, In The Library, 718.384.6890, cbihateperfume.com
Quebracho Bark Tan- Van Dyke Supply Co., 800.843.3320, vandyketaxidermy.com
Text Paper- Zerkhall Ingres Ivory #606, NY Central, 212.473.7705, nycentralart.com
Yew Wood Folders- Jim Croft, 208.245.3043

